ulticommodity flow problems arise whenever commodities, vehicles, or messages are to be shipped or ansmitted simultaneously from certain origins to certain stinations along arcs of an underlying network. These oblems find applications in the study of urban traffic, ilway systems, logistics, communications systems, and any other areas as well (see, for example, All et al. 1984 , hneur 1991 , Ahuja et al. 1993 ). The multicommodity )w problem is a generalization of the single-commodity twork flow problem in which different commodities are a common network and interact with each other, pically through common capacity constraints. In the abnce of any interaction among the commodities, the problem can be solved as separate single-commodity flow problems. The interaction between the commodities, however, requires one to solve all the single-commodity problems concurrently, which makes multicommodity flow problems much more difficult to solve than the corresponding set of single-commodity problems.
Linear multicommodity flow problems can be formulated as linear programs and can be solved by the simplex algorithm or by interior point methods. The best time bound for linear programming problems is due to Vaidya (1989) . Many applications of multicommodity flow problems, however, lead to linear programs that are too large to solve by a direct application of linear programming software. Researchers have therefore developed specialized adaptations of linear programming algorithms that exploit the special structure and the sparsity inherent in multicommodity network flow problems. Three "classical" approaches to multicommodity flow problems are pricedirective decomposition, resource-directive decomposition, and partitioning. These approaches are all based on the simplex method. Assad (1978) , Kennington (1978), and Ali et al. (1980) review these methods and their computational performance. Recent research has focused mainly on the development of interior point methods, the development of parallel algorithms, and the solution of large-scale problems. Examples of interior point algorithms may be found in Choi and Goldfarb (1989) and Bertsimas and Orlin (1991) . Multicommodity flow problems reveal inherent parallelism. Choi and Goldfarb (1989) as well as Pinar and Zenios (1990) exploited this characteristic in their parallel algorithms. The latter uses linear and quadratic penalty functions.
In this paper, we present a scaling-based approximation algorithm. A solution x is called -optimal if it is possible to perturb some cost coefficients or capacity constraints by at most E units so that the solution x is optimal for the perturbed problem. The scaling approach may be summarized as follows. Let P(A) be a problem that is different by at most A from the original problem P. Start by solving P(A) for a sufficiently large A, such that P(A) is relatively easy to solve. Then, use the solution to P(A) to solve232 / SCHNEUR AND ORLIN multicommodity network flow problems. Other researchers have developed e-optimal algorithms (the traditional notion) for multicommodity flow problems. Such approximation algorithms are described and analyzed in the papers by Grigoriadis and Khachiyan (1991) , Klein et al. (1990a) , Leighton et al. (1991) , Klein et al. (1990b) , and Shahrokhi and Matula (1990) . The last two focus on the maximum concurrent flow problem, which is a special case of the multicommodity flow problem. In all these cases the focus of the research has been on obtaining good worstcase bounds. Our research focuses more on computational performance in practice.
Our algorithm is simple, and yet robust. It solves the multicommodity flow problem as a sequence of penalty problems, each of which is constructed by relaxing the capacity constraints and adding a term for their violation to the objective function. (For a detailed description of penalty methods, see Fiacco and McCormick 1968.) Each penalty problem is solved to E-optimality using a networkbased scaling algorithm. Since the parameters of realworld multicommodity problems, such as cost and capacity, are typically approximate in practice, the algorithm presented here often finds an optimal solution up to the accuracy of the data. The main component of the algorithm consists of moving flow around cycles. Thus, the algorithm focuses on cycles rather than on paths.
The efficiency of the algorithm is a result of using the scaling approach and of exploiting the network structure of the problem. In subsequent sections we present convergence results, and we prove that the algorithm has some interesting theoretical characteristics. The computational testing provides insight into the behavior of the algorithm and shows that the algorithm is quite efficient and worthy of further consideration. The computational results also reveal that in some cases the theoretical bounds are observed in practice, while in other cases the bounds are much more conservative than the practical performance. The testing shows that the run time of the algorithm is competitive with the run time of recent algorithms for large-scale multicommodity flow problems. These algorithms by Barnhart (1993) , Barnhart and Sheffi (1993) , and Farvolden et al. (1993) are based on dual-ascent methods, the primal-dual approach, and partitioning method, respectively.
The general framework of our algorithm can be used to solve different types of multicommodity flow problems. A variation of it can also be used for various network flow problems with side constraints of which the multicommodity flow problem is a special case. (See Schneur 1991.) In this paper we focus on the algorithm for the minimum cost multicommodity flow problem. In the next section we apply a penalty method to the multicommodity flow problem, and we formulate it as a penalty problem. We also present in this section a detailed description of the algorithm. In Section 2 we develop the optimality conditions for the penalty problem, and in Section 3 we introduce and prove some of its theoretical properties. Numerical results are presented in Section 4 and in Section 5 we briefly discuss possible extensions of our algorithm to other network flow problems and make some concluding remarks.
THE SCALING ALGORITHM FOR THE PENALTY PROBLEM
We consider linear multicommodity flow problems on directed networks. For each commodity there is an associated vector of supply/demand. We observe that a multicommoditv flow roblem on an undirected network with multiple sources and multiple sinks for each ity can be transformed to a single-source, single ticommodity flow problem on a directed network be done by adding a super-source and a superfor each commodity. The super-source node is to each supply node of that commodity, with an arc from the super-source node whose capacity supply at the node and whose cost is zero. Simila added from each demand node of that commod super-sink node. The capacity of each such arc demand at the node, and its cost is zero. Hence consider only cases in which there is a single-sol and a single-sink node for each commodity. Let N be a set of n nodes and A be a set of n arcs, which together form a network G = (N, are K commodities sharing the capacity uii of eacl in the network. For each commodity k there is a flow of bk units from its source node s(k) to its t(k). The cost of a unit flow of commodity k on a ck and the amount of flow is denoted as xf. Let flow balance of commodity k at node i.
, and dk = 0 otherwise Using this notation, the minimum-cost multic( flow problem [MM] may be formulated as follow
The objective function (1) is to minimize the ti ping cost; constraints (2) are referred to as th demand constraints; constraints (3) are called the constraints or the bundle constraints; and constr are the nonnegativity constraints.
In order to formulate the multicommodity flow using a penalty function method, we relax the bundle constraints and add a penalty function tern violation to the objective function. (i,) c k= 1
ater relaxing the bundle constraints, the remaining straints in [PMM(p)] decompose into the constraints of ngle-commodity flow problems. The objective function, 'ever, is nonseparable and nonlinear. Hence, we elimi-; the complicating constraints, but introduce nonlinear nvex) and nonseparable terms into the objective :tion. sequence of solutions to the penalty problem with an easing penalty parameter converges to the optimal soon of the original problem as long as the penalty paeter increases without bound (Avriel 1976 and nberger 1984) . Penalty methods using the Hessian to e the penalty problems may fail when the penalty paeter is too large because the Hessian is ill-conditioned riel 1976). We present a scaling algorithm that utilizes special network structure of the penalty problem and s not require the computation of the Hessian. The althm finds an approximately optimal solution to the penalty problem and successively improves the quality of the solution at each iteration.
Let Qk denote an (undirected) cycle of commodity k. Since G = (N, A) is a directed network, not all the arcs in Qk follow the same direction. When we send flow around a cycle, we send it in a particular direction. We call the arcs that follow that direction forward arcs, and the arcs that are opposite to the direction of the flow backward arcs. To send units of flow around Qk is to increase the flow on each forward arc of Qk by units, and to decrease the flow on each backward arc of Qk by units. We refer to this flow as a -flow around Qk, and we denote it as y(8. Qk). The cost of a 8-flow around Qk is the net change in the objective function fp obtained by sending the flow around the cycle. That is it is fp(x + y($, Qk)) -fp(x). If fp(x + y(8 Qk)) -f(x) < 0, we refer to Qk as a negative cost 3-cycle with respect to f(x), and we refer to v(8. 0) as a negative cost -flow with respect to fp (x) . In order to detect these cycles, we build a residual network (also called the -residual network), which is constructed as follows. Let arc (i, j)r represent an arc from node i to node j in the residual network. For each arc (i, j) of the original network we potentially have two oppositely directed arcs in the ScHNUR AND ORLIN / 233 residual network: the forward arc (i, j)ft whose cost represents increasing the flow on arc (i, j), by 8 units; and the backward arc (j, i)' whose cost represents decreasing the flow on arc (, j) by 8 units. The backward arc (j, i) r is included in the -residual network of commodity k only if we can decrease the flow of commodity k on arc (i, j) by 8 units; that is, if x > 3. Using our notation (c is the cost vector, x is the flow, and e is the excess of flow), we can write the cost of each arc in the -residual network as follows.
The cost of each forward arc (i, j) on the residual network for commodity k, c, is the net change in fp obtained by increasing the flow on arc (i, j) by 8 units. That is:
The cost of each backward arc (j, i) on the residual network for commodity k, cjf k is the net change in f, obtained by decreasing the flow on arc (i, j) by 8 units. That is:
and
For example, consider a part of the network as illustrated in Figure ( The scaling algorithm for solving the penalty problem consists of repeatedly sending flow around negative cost cycles. At each scaling phase, has a fixed value, and at each iteration we send 8 units of flow around a negative cost 8-cycle of some commodity. When there is no negative cost 8-cycle, we decrease the value of by a factor of two. (Dividing 8 by a factor other than two leads to the same theoretical analysis as the one presented in the next section, and may be a reasonable alternative in practice.) At the end of each phase, we also increase the value of the penalty parameter by some scaling factor less than two.
We say that a flow x is (8, p)-optimal for the penalty version of the multicommodity flow problem if x is a feasible flow for the penalty problem and there is no negative cost 8-cycle with respect to the function fp. We present the following theorem here since it helps one understand the motivation behind our algorithm. A proof may be found in Section 2. The scaling algorithm for the penalty problem can be viewed as a nonlinear programming algorithm in which the step size at each phase is fixed at a value of 8. We try to find a "direction" (a vector of flow modifications) such that by moving 8 units in this direction, the penalty objective function decreases. When we cannot find an improving direction with a step size 8, we decrease the step size to 8/2. An alternative approach, in which we first detect the improving direction and then determine the step size, is described in Schneur (1991) . In the remainder of this section we outline the scaling algorithm.
The scaling algorithm for the minimum cost multicommodity flow problem may be described in the general forme of a scaling algorithm as follows. a Objective: Given the unit flow cost for each commodi and arc, the capacity of each arc, and the supply/demal of each commodity, find a minimum cost flow that satisfi the flow requirements for each commodity without vio ing the capacity constraints. ermine an initial feasible solution x; ose initial values for and p; le and p do not satisfy the termination criteria do in bhile there is a negative cost 8-cycle with respect to fp lo egin find a negative cost 8-cycle Qk for some commodity k with respect to fp; send units of flow around Qk; end 8: = /2; : = R; (R is a constant with 1 < R < 2) end end
We now discuss some practical issues related to the various elements of the algorithm.
Initial solution:
An initial solution may be any solution that satisfies the supply/demand constraints. For example, one can satisfy the supply/demand of each commodity by sending bk units on the shortest path from s(k) to t(k). Henceforth, we assume that we initialize the solution in this way.
Parameter setting: In our implementation we let the initial value of 6 be the size of the largest demand rounded up to the nearest power of 2; i.e., O:
2og al, where B = max{bk: k = 1,..., K}. Since is halved at each successive scaling phase, within Flog B1 additional phases = 1, a fact needed in the subsequent analysis. The best initial penalty parameter value and its modification rate, R, may be empirically determined. Observe that and p are modified simultane.msly. For theoretical purposes that are discussed later, we need 65*p to decrease by a constant factor in each phase. Since decreases by a factor of 2 at each phase, we require that R < 2. We have found po -0.3 and R E [1.6, 1.7] to be good choices for the problems that we have tested.
Termination Rules for the Algorithm:
The termination criteria of the algorithm depend on the values of 8 and p. (In cases in which the dual solution is obtained, the criteria may also depend on the value of the duality gap.) The final values of 5 and p are chosen to ensure that' 6 is "sufficiently" small and p is "sufficiently" large. In practice, one may bound the penalty parameter value from above in order to help maintain numerical stability or to ensure faster termination of the algorithm. We let pu denote our upper bound on p.
For each solution to the penalty problem, we also derive a solution to the dual of the penalty problem. The duality gap is the difference between the value of the penalty objective function and the value of this dual solution. We refer to this dual solution and this duality gap as the induced dual solution and the induced duality gap, respectively. We describe these terms in detail in Section 3. The induced duality gap may be used in the termination criteria.
Let GAP be the current value of the induced duality gap, and let g and be small positive values set by the user. Then, the algorithm terminates when one of the following conditions is satisfied:
The values of * p and the duality gap indicate how close the solution is to optimality. The lower bounds on the values provide the user the option of terminating with a prespecified level of solution quality.
When we search for negative cycles we concentrate on one commodity at a time. Thus, one may say that the algorithm uses the concept of a coordinate optimization method. We comment on the selection of commodities and the search for improving cycles in Section 4.
Our scaling algorithm for the penalty problem is similar to the Discretized Descent Algorithm described in Section 9 of Rockafellar (1984) for solving convex cost network flow problems. Rockafellar describes an algorithm in which the step size is fixed and flow is sent around cycles. He also suggests solving the problem iteratively with a decreasing sequence of step sizes. If the algorithms are viewed at a high level, the primary differences between Rockafellar's algorithm and ours are that we use this algorithm within the framework of a penalty method in order to solve multicommodity flow problems. We decrease the step size by a fixed factor of two, and we simultaneously increase the penalty parameter by a fixed multiplier at each phase. At a more detailed level, the two approaches differ in the choice of negative cycle detection algorithms and in the analysis of the convergence, errors, and running time. We have also performed extensive computational testing to support our theoretical results and to investigate the behavior of the algorithm in practice.
Algorithm SAM.M assumes that there is a feasible solution to the multicommodity problem in hand. To determine if the problem is indeed feasible, we run a version of the scaling algorithm, which is specialized for determining the feasibility of a multicommodity flow problem. The algorithm and the way it detects infeasibility are described briefly in Section 5, and in more detail in Schneur (1991) . Algorithm SAM.M is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We have also developed an optimal-shift version of the scaling algorithm (Schneur 1991 ). The algorithm is motivated by the Frank-Wolfe gradient-based algorithm for quadratic programming (Frank and Wolfe 1956) . Among other problems, the Frank-Wolfe algorithm is used to solve traffic equilibrium multicommodity flow problems (Sheffi 1976) . The optimal-shift algorithm may be viewed as a network-based scaling version of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. While in algorithm SAM.M, we first determine the step size and then look for an improving direction. The optimal-shift scaling algorithm is more similar to conventional nonlinear algorithms. First, the direction of improvement is determined. Then, the optimal step size along this direction is calculated. A direction of improvement is found by detecting a negative cost cycle in the residual network of each commodity. The costs of the residual network of commodity k represent the derivative of the penalty objective function with respect to the flow f that commodity on each arc. This is a different residual network than the one used in algorithm SAM.M. Oncea negative cycle is detected, we shift the optimal amount flow around it, i.e., the amount that results in the m mum improvement of the penalty objective function. optimal amount is the amount that drives the cycle de ative cost to zero. The optimal amount to shift on a can be calculated using a binary search technique. 
:or a general nonlinear programming problem Proof. Let us define a cost vector h as follows. For forward arc (i, j) of the -residual network for commc
and for each backward arc (j, i) r of the &-residual network of commodity k:
We first claim that there is no negative cost cycle within the S-residual network for commodity k with respect to hk.
To see this claim, let y denote a unit flow around some cycle Q in the -residual network for commodity k, and and e(x + y) > 0; in all other cases the contribution is smaller.) By the (, p)-optimality of x, [fp(x + y) 
Let Sk denote the negative of the length of the shortest path from the source node of commodity k to node i with respect to the arc costs h. We assume without loss of generality that the original network is strongly connected; hence, the residual network for each commodity is strongly connected. Given this, and given the fact that there is no negative cost cycle, tk is well-defined. By the optimality conditions for the shortest path problem (see, for example, Ahuja et al. (1993) ), it follows that for each arc (i, fj)r: (21) +d thus: 0 and thus:
may Using the definition in (14), it follows from (22) We have shown in Lemma 1 that at the end of each Sp-phase, when there are no negative cost S&-cycles, we can nalty bound the violation of the optimality condition by 5p. That tipliis, the algorithm finds an -optimal solution to the penalty problem with = p. When the flow values are multiples of (in the algorithm, for example, this occurs when the (17) demand of each commodity is integral and = 1/2 n for some integer n), the S-residual network is the same as the residual network. In Lemma 1 we can replace the condi- (18) tions in (17) and (18) by:
-< a,
and Proof. By the definition of a (, p)-optimal solution, if x is not (8, p)-optimal for some positive value of , then x is infeasible, or there is a cost-improving -cycle. In either case, x is not optimal for the penalty problem, and thus the only if part of the theorem is true. Conversely, suppose that x is (, p)-optimal for all positive values of 8. Let the vectors hk, gk, and e be defined as in the proof of Lemma 1, but with the value 8 = 0. The same proof shows that the optimality conditions are satisfied by 0 and pv, and with 8 = 0 it shows that x is optimal. Thus, the if part of the theorem is true as well.
THE LAGRANGIAN DUAL AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we provide a worst-case performance for algorithm SAM.M. In Section 3.1 we focus on deviation from optimality. In Section 3.2 we focus on worst-case time complexity. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the supply/demand values are integral for all the commodities. We start with 8 -2 g B and for the sake of the analysis, we assume that the algorithm runs at least until 8 1. Lemma 2 shows that, under these assumptions, all the flows are multiples of in the phases where < 1, and therefore the optimality conditions in (23) and (24) 
The Lagrangian Dual and the Duality Gap
Let ai be the slack variable of the bundle capacity constraint of arc (i, I). The penalty problem (2), (4), and (5) may be rewritten as:
Constraints (25) are derived from the definitic and o-a. Let Ai be the dual variables of constrai and let H(c, p, x, A) be defined as follows:
We now relax constraints (25) and obtain the I ian relaxation:
xk-xjk=d
ViEN, Vk=l,. 
IN
* 4 is chosen to minimize (j)e ( + A 4 )4 subject to (2) and (4). Thus, 4k is the flow resulting from sending the demand of each commodity along the shortest path from its source to its sink, with respect to the costs (4 + i).
Note that for each fixed value of A, the time required to determine the value of the Lagrangian objective function is (at most) the time required to solve K shortest path problems. Let x be a solution to the penalty problem PMM(p), and let e be the vector of excess generated by x. Associated with the primal solution (x, e) is a dual solution (Ao, e, xo, M), determined as follows: * Ao: = 2pe; * e 0 : = e; * & is the slack variable of the capacity bundle constraint; * x is the flow that results from sending each commodity along the shortest path from its source to its sink with respect to the costs (c + 2pe).
We have selected A 0 to be a vector such that the optimal choice of e is e = A°/2p = e. Also, x is the flow that results from sending each commodity along the shortest path with respect to the costs (c + A°). In addition, the slack variables may be positive only for arcs with a zero excess, and therefore A°c = 2pecr = 0. Thus, (e°, x°, o°)
= (e, x°, o°) solves the Lagrangian problem LPMM(p, A?). We refer to this associated dual solution as the induced dual solution.
The value of the induced dual solution v(c, p, A°) can be calculated as:
The value of the primal solution z(c, x, p) is:
K z(c,x, p)= 3 (A cix + p(e) 2). (31) (ij)A k= 1
Thus, we can calculate the induced duality gap GAP(c, p) as:
The Lagrangian dual defined here is only one way to define the dual problem. In addition, there are various methods to solve that problem (e.g., subgradient method). Here we present a very simple and fast method for computing a dual solution. The method appears to be very good in practice (see the results of Section 4), and is useful in proving bounds. We next give some bounds on the size of the induced duality gap. This allows us to use the value of the induced duality gap as a possible termination criterion and for performance analysis.
Theorem 2. If x* is an optimal solution to the penalty problem PMM(p), then the induced duality gap is ero.
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Proof. Let x be a feasible solution to PMM(p), and let (AP, e 0 , x°, 0 ) be the induced dual solution. In general, x°* x (x is any feasible solution to the penalty problem). However, when x is the optimal solution x*, the optimality conditions (23) and (24) hold with 8 = 0. For each commodity, the optimality conditions become the same as the conditions for the shortest path problem with costs c + 2pe. Thus in this case, x°= x*. By substituting f: 4. -uij by e in (30) we get v(c, p, A°) = z(c, x*, p), and so the duality gap is zero.
In Theorem 3 we develop an upper bound on the value of the induced duality gap for any (8, p) optimal solution.
Theorem 3. Suppose that y is a (8, p) optimal solution determined by the algorithm when 8 1. Then the value of the induced duality gap is at most 28pnD, where D = kI bk is the sum of all the demands.
Proof. Let y be a (8, p) optimal solution to the penalty problem for some value of 8, which is at most 1, and let e* and atr* denote the excess and slack vectors associated with y, respectively. Let A = 2pe*. Let (*, w, e*, ar*) denote the induced dual solution. We now want to evaluate H(c, 2I=KI 4( -tjk) in the objective function is only a constant, which is equal to -bkI4k) for each commodity, where t(k) is the sink node of commodity k. This is because the flow of each commodity can be decomposed into paths from s(k) to t(k) (s(k) is the source node of commodity k), bf(k) = 0, and the dual variable terms at all other nodes cancel out Thus, the value H(c, p, y, A*) is equal to:
and therefore: The second to last inequality follows from the fact that, for each commodity k, the flow in y (and also in w) may be written as the sum of at most bk units of flow on paths, each of which has fewer than n arcs. (In fact, one may restrict attention to the case in which the flow is b k units along a single path.) ]
Worst-Case Computational Analysis
In order to derive a worst-case bound, we limit the negative cycle search in the algorithm to cycles whose mean cost is at most -82p. The mean cost of each cycle is greater than -_ 82p if and only if adding 82p units to the cost of each arc results in no negative cost cycle. Since we always send units of flow around a cycle, one way to avoid detecting cycles whose mean cost is greater than -8p (and thus limit the search to cycles whose mean cost is at most -82p) is to add p to the unit cost of each arc. When we replace the unit cost vector c by c + bp, the bound on the optimality condition violation in Lemma 1 becomes 2 8 p. Also, in Corollary 1 the (8, p)-optimal solution is optimal for costs c + p, where P 28p. As a result, the bound on the induced duality gap in Theorem 3 becomes 48pnD.
Lemma 3. Suppose that we limit the search in the algorithm to 8-cycles whose mean is at most -82p. Then the improvement in the objective function after each iteration is at least 282p.
Proof. When units are sent around a cycle Q whose mean cost is at most _82p, the improvement in the objective function that equals the total cost of that cycle is at least 8 2 pIQ1, where Q$ is the number of arcs in the cycle.
Since there are at least two arcs in each cycle, the improvement after each -shift is at least 282p.
Theorem 4. When we limit the search in the algorithm to 8-cycles whose mean is at most -82p, the number of negative cost cycles found in each phase is at most 2nD/8.
Proof. From the results of Theorem 3, modified to the case when the mean cost of each cycle is at most -82p, we get that the bound on the induced duality gap is at most 48pnD. Since the improvement for sending flow around a negative -cycle is at least 282p, the number of negative cost cycles detected in each phase is bounded by 48pnD/ 282p = 2nD/8. [ Let g be a lower bound on the value of 8. Then, the bound on the total number of negative cycles throughout the algorithm is 2nD/a = O(nD/l). Schneur (1991) presents a more detailed analysis of the bounds on the number of algorithmic operations. Under some (not very limiting) assumptions, we can show that the number of operations performed by algorithm SAM.M is O(n 2 mK 2 1/ 2) Note, however, that this bound and the bound of Theorem 4 are not as good as the ones given by Klein et al. (1990b) .
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We have performed extensive computational tests and have analyzed algorithm SAM.M on a variety of problem instances. These tests have included the investigation of different implementation ideas and the testing of the sensitivity of the algorithm to various data parameters, such as the number of arcs, the number of commodities, and the congestion in the network. We have also compared the practical behavior of the algorithm, as observed in the computational tests, with the theoretical characteristics and bounds we have derived. These results are presented in Schneur (1991) .
In this paper, we focus on results that highlight certain features of the algorithm, and provide some insight regarding its bottleneck operations and practical convergence. We also report and discuss running time results.
The test problem instances has been acquired from three sources:
(a) The published literature on multicommodity flow problems (Assad 1976) . These instances have mediumsized directed networks (up to 100 nodes and 200 arcs), with a relatively small number of commodities (up to ).
(b) An industrial application that models a communica tions problem. The number of commodities in thi problem is relatively large (around 600). (c) Randomly generated problem instances. These in stances were generated by RAMGEN, a random mul ticommodity flow problem generator that wi developed. We generated networks of various sizes different number of commodities, and different level of congestion. Each generated network has an under lying grid form. The length L (the number of arcs h each horizontal line) and the height H (the number o arcs in each vertical line) are user-defined. Each net work is derived from an undirected network, i.e., then are two oppositely directed arcs between each pair o connected nodes. Thus, n = (
To increase the number of arcs in some networks, the generator con nects each node i with two randomly selected node from the column on the right-hand side of node i. IL this case, n remains the same as in the pure grid net work, and m -2*[L*(
The cost on each arc is randomly cho sen from a uniform distribution between 0.0 and user-defined parameter cma. The user sets the number of commodities, denoted as K. Then, the generato randomly selects K source-sink pairs. The source ant sink nodes can be unrestricted, or else limited only tc the boundary nodes of the grid. The demand for eaci commodity is randomly chosen from a uniform distri bution between 0.0 and a user-defined parameter Bmar The capacity on each arc is randomly selected from uniform distribution between bounds, which depend ------mim the size of the network, the number of commodis, and the demand values. A detailed description of problem instances from all three sources is given in meur (1991).
ottleneck Operations and Negative Cycles etection
ttleneck operation of the algorithm is the detection tive cost 3-cycles. We present here an average dis-)n of the time the algorithm spends on each type of on it performs. algorithm consists of the following components:
ilizing the variables and setting the parameters; dating the costs of the residual arcs at the beginof each phase; :hing for a negative cost cycle until one is detected :essful iterations); no such cycle exists (an unsuccessful iteration that occurs once at the end of each phase); and * modifying the flow, the excess, and cost of each arc at each iteration when 3 units are sent around a negative cost cycle.
The distribution of the running time among the various types of operations in the algorithm is illustrated in Figure  3 . The proportion of the running time for each part is the average, based on the running time for instances from all three data sources. Most of the time (about 90%) is spent on searching and detecting negative cost cycles. About 10% of that time is spent on unsuccessful iterations.
These results highlight the importance of having an efficient procedure for determining negative cost cycles. To detect negative cost cycles, we used a modification of the Label Correcting zlgorithm with a search on the predecessor tree that is simple and yet efficient. (See Ahuja et al. 1993 for a description of this algorithm.) In our implementation we found that checking for a negative cycle after a few updates of the labels, rather than after each update, improves the total time for detecting a cycle. In addition, in order to decrease the number of searches for negative cycles, we save a collection C of cycles along which flow has been sent, but are likely to become negative again. We keep in C those cycles whose cost is smaller than some threshold value. After sending flow around a cycle, we update the cost of each cycle in C. Some of these cycles may become negative, if so are used in subsequent iterations. As long as there is a negative cycle in C, we do not search for another negative cost cycle. The collection C uses a data structure that enables a fast update of the cycles' cost. Storing these cycles and updating their cost is time consuming, but the saving in overall cycle detection time more than compensates for this computational expense. In fact, in our computational testing about 50% of all negative cycles used for shifting flow were from the collection C, while managing the collection added only about 3% to the running time cycles. Moreover, we limit our search only to "sufficiently negative" cycles in order to eliminate the detection of negative cost cycles with very small absolute cost, and to improve the theoretical convergence of the algorithm (as shown in Section 3). Since a cycle corresponds to a particular commodity, we need to choose a commodity at each iteration. The order in which commodities are considered does not influence the theoretical worst-case performance of the algorithm. It does, however, affect the performance of the algorithm in practice. Empirical results show that scanning the commodities in a cyclic order and detecting one cycle for each commodity provides a faster convergence than searching for all negative cycles for one commodity and then moving to the next one (Schneur 1991) .
Practical Convergence
In any approximation algorithm, there are various ways of evaluating the quality of the solution. In general, one would want an algorithm based on a scaling and penalty function method to have the following properties:
(1) As the penalty parameter increases and the scaling parameter decreases, the flow cost XK= (ij)A (X) associated with the algorithm's solution converges to the cost of the optimal solution to the original problem. (2) As the penalty parameter increases and the scaling parameter decreases, the penalty cost (excess cost) converges to zero, and thus the total cost (flow cost + excess cost) converges to the cost of the optimal solution to the original problem. In our computational testing, we found the above properties to be typical of the behavior of our algorithm. In Figures 4 and 5, we illustrate a typical convergence, which corresponds to a problem instance from set (A). The results were similar for the problems in set (B) and set (C) . The excess cost is the difference between the total cost and the flow cost in Figure 4 .
Theoretical analysis of penalty methods shows that the total cost and the flow cost both increase when p increases. n our scaling algorithm, however, we modify and p siiultaneously such that Sp decreases. Since the solution at he end of each phase is (8, p) optimal, at each phase we rpically have a solution that is closer to the optimal one )r the corresponding penalty problem. In our tests, the )tal cost usually decreases between phases until it finally onverges to the optimal solution. Note that the excess enalty cost is a product of an excess term and a penalty nrnmpt-r Wht-n thp nPnqltr nrnmter nrrPscace we. v-ynrt 11aL~~;vi. tyyn.on uiv, jiva11 jj1iLk1 -i W~ tW WA the excess to decrease, and we see from Figure 5 that this is indeed the case. This decrease, however, is not always sufficient to lead to a decrease in the penalty cost. The flow cost may go up or down. An increased penalty parameter typically leads to an increase in the flow cost, whereas a decreased scaling parameter typically leads to a decrease in the flow cost. We observe that the flow cost and total cost both converge to the optimal solution value at the end of the algorithm, thus, the excess cost converges to zero. A typical curve of the total cost at each iteration during the first four phases of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6 . During each p-phase of the algorithm, the total cost decreases at each iteration because flow is sent around negative cost cycles. When a phase terminates, we increase the penalty parameter, and therefore the total cost that corresponds to the new penalty parameter increases. The total cost decreases again during the next sp-phase. Thus, the total cost at the end of a ;p-phase is not necessarily smaller than the total cost at the end of the previous phase. Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 6 , the total cost typically decreases between phases.
The scaling algorithm is a primal algorithm that concentrates on solving the primal problem, while the dual heuristic is somewhat naive. Therefore, the value of the primal solution for te. penalty problem (after a number of phases) may be much closer to the optimal solution than is the value of the induced dual solution. The primal and dual costs are plotted in Figure 7 . The difference between the two graphs is the value of the duality gap, which gives us an upper bound on the distance of the solution from the optimal value. In general, we expect the duality gap to decrease between phases (this is also suggested by Theorem ). From Figure 7 we see that this is typically the case.
Running Time
We report here some numerical results for representative problems from the three different data sources. The results correspond to -optimal solutions, where the values of Sp and are bounded by user-defined values e and , respectively. In addition to the size of the problem, the values of e and 4, and the value of the optimal solution when available, Table I contains the following results. * % 5-saturated arcs. The percentage of saturated arcs at the optimal solution usually reflects the congestion level of the problem (in term of demand-to-capacity ratio). For our purposes, a saturated arc is an arc for which the flow is within units from the capacity (we call it a -saturated arc). * Costs. Once we know the optimal solution, we can compare it to the flow cost (FC) of the c-optimal solution. Note that FC may be smaller than the optimal solution (by a small amount), since we have relaxed the capacity constraints. The excess cost (EC), which is the value of the penalty term, and its proportion of the total cost (TC = FC + EC), provide us information about the deviation from feasibility. * Maximum excess. The maximum value of the excess (ema) and the maximum excess-to-capacity ratio ((elu)ma) represent the maximum violation of the capacity constraints. * # of searches. The number of times we search for a negative cost cycle is highly correlated to the number of operations required to find the reported solution. This is because the search for negative cycles is the primary time-consuming operation in the algorithm (Figure 3) . (1) A UNIX-based VAX Station 3100, Model 30. The algorithm was coded using the C compiler of the Athena project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Running times were measured by the "time( )" function of the utilities library "sys/times.h." (2) A DOS-based IBM-PC compatible, AT 386/33 Mhz.
The algorithm was coded using Borland's Turbo C. Running times were measured by the "time( )" function in the utility library "time.h." (3) An IBM RISC 6000, Model 530. The algorithm was coded in C. Running times were measured by the "time( ) function in the utility library "time.h."
Due to memory (RAM) limitations, we could not test the problems from data set B and some problems in data set C on the AT 386. Table I shows that the optimal solution violates the capacity constraints by at most 1%, and the cost is slightly lower than the optimal solution. Additional interesting issues, such as how the results are affected by the parameters of the problem, are presented in Schneur (1991) .
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in terms of running time, we compared it to other algorithms for the same set of problem instances. To the best of our knowledge, there is no single set of problem instances that has been widely used for testing other multicommodity flow algorithms. A quite popular (and available) set of problems was that used initially by Assad (our set A). The algorithms for multicommodity flow problems with the theoretical performance are based on more general algorithms for linear programming. Among the "cla composition and partitioning algorithms, Ass price-directive decomposition (Dantzig-Wolfe) t( best performance in practice, at least for his (Assad 1976) . A primal-dual network (PDN) alg( large-scale multicommodity flow problems has b oped by Barnhart (1988) and has been tested usii test problems. A primal partitioning algorithm price-directive decomposition (PPLP) (Farvo Powell 1990 and Farvolden et al. 1993) , aimint large-scale problems in the Less-than-Truck-Lo try, has been tested on Assad's problems as :
ithm has also outperformed general-purpose LP algoas (MINOS and OB1). We compare our algorithm (as icted to Assad's problem instances) with the correding results for PDN, PPLP, and a Dantzig-Wolfe ) implementation by Barnhart (1988) . These comparprovide some sense for the relative computational lrmance of the algorithm. They are, however, limited ope and do not provide a complete picture. hile our algorithm was tested on a VAX Station 3100, lgorithms DW and PDN have been tested on a VAX on Israel, and PPLP has been tested on a Micro VAX 1. In order to factor the performance of the different orms, we used the performance comparison tables ded by Digital, which indicates that the CPU perfore of the VAX Station 3100 is 2.8 times higher than ;PU performance of the Micro VAX II and the VAX )n II. The only means of comparison with the PC or ' 6000 are Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS). PC AT 386/33 Mhz has about the same value of MIPS e Micro VAX II (around 5 MIPS), and the RISC is t 7 times faster (34.5 MIPS). This is, however, less ate and is provided only for future references. Other rs, such as the amount of available RAM, the comand the programming language, might have influi the performance as well. In addition, the other ithms have found an optimal solution in the cases ted here, while the solutions found by algorithm .M violate the capacity constraints by up to 0.2-1.0%. such violations may be acceptable in most applicait may give our algorithm an unfair advantage. , running time for the different algorithms are reported ,le II. All the problems in set Al1 have 47 nodes and 98 and all the problems in set A3 have 85 nodes and 204 ['he relative performance in each instance is not consisTo et an overall assessment we comnare the total running time for all instances. The total running time for all the problems is 83 seconds for algorithm DW, 85 seconds for algorithm PDN, 42 seconds for algorithm PPLP, 39 seconds for the VAX implementation of algorithm SAM.M (after it is multiplied by 2.8), and 10 seconds for the PC implementation of algorithm SAM.M. A special implementation of the algorithm on the PC AT 386 has led to further improvement in the running time of the algorithm. The running time on the RISC 6000 was less than one second in all instances.
EXTENSIONS AND SUMMARY
This paper presents a simple and yet robust algorithm for multicommodity flow problems. The algorithm consists of solving a sequence of penalty problems by repeatedly sending flow around negative cost cycles. Two parameters control the solution process: the penalty parameter p, which specifies the cost of a unit penalty function for violating the capacity constraints, and the scaling parameter 8, which governs the amount of flow sent around cycles. These parameters also control the maximum deviation from optimality at the end of each phase of the algorithm. We have analyzed our algorithm from both theoretical and practical perspectives. The computational results seem not only to support the theoretical properties we have derived, but also to demonstrate that our algorithm has merit for solving multicommodity flow problems of various types and sizes.
This paper focuses on the scaling algorithm for minimum cost multicommodity flow problems. The general scheme, however, can be used to solve other types of multicommodity flow problems, as well as network flow problems with side constraints of which the multicommodity problem is a special case. For example, the feasibility multicommodity flow probem is similar to the minimum cost multicommodity problem, except that all the unit flow costs are zero. As a result, the penalty terms are the only components of the objective functions, and the penalty parameter has no influence on the solution of the penalty problem and can be arbitrarily set to 1. Thus, only one penalty problem needs to be solved with a decreasing scaling parameter. The feasibility scaling algorithm may also be used as a subroutine in an algorithm that solves the maximum concurrent flow problem. This problem is a special case of multicommodity flow problems in which we need to send commodities along a capacitated network. In order to be "fair" to all commodities, the same ratio of each commodity's demand should be sent, and the objective is to maximize this ratio (Shahrokhi and Matula 1990) . Observe that, for each fixed ratio in the maximum concurrent flow problem, we can solve a feasibility problem to determine if this ratio is feasible. Thus, we can apply a binary search to determine the maximum feasible ratio, where a feasibility problem is solved at each iteration by the algorithm. A detailed description and analysis of all these algorithms may be found in Schneur (1991 
